This paper proposes a Poisson noise removal filter consisting of a modified gradient algorithm. Square of each pixel is subtracted from the center pixel of a 3x3 window. All gradient values are log added and then square root is taken. Bias reduction is done using log value of central pixel. The method is applied on Lena image and then on some biomedical images. Recovery results show that the proposed logarithmic gradient method is computationally simple and better visually. Proposed algorithm results are also better in terms of correlation, Structural Similarity (SSIM) index and Mean Square Error (MSE). The findings have potential for applications in biomedical image diagnostics.
I. Introduction
Medical images are always with noise due the physical environment in which these images are obtained and processed. Hence noise removal remains as one of the challenging and difficult tasks in medical and digital image processing where quality of recovered image is vital for medical diagnostic purposes. Several effective de-noising algorithms have been proposed over the past decades, and a review of these algorithms is reproduced recently in literature [1] . Some of common de-noising techniques are based on Gaussian and Wiener filtering, producing distinctively not very clear results in which the edges appear seemingly lost containing noise content [2] .
The most general noise-removal model follows the additive property, generally known as Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). In this model random noise from many sources summed up to have a kind of Gaussian distribution independent of the signal in actual image. The AWGN model is also used in channel modeling for estimating parameters of fading, nonlinearity and dispersion [3] .
Let, Yi, be noise less (or noise free) image and letℵ be noise following Gaussian distribution and having additive property [4] , then noisy image ∪ is as given as in (1) .
On the other hand some noise elements exhibit the signal dependent nature and also multiplicative property, following the Poisson distribution, which frequently occurs in medical images. Let, , be noise less (or noise free image) and,ℵ , be noise following Poisson distribution and having multiplicative nature [4] , then noisy image ∪ is as given in (2).
Images generated by devices using photon-counting processes like in X-rays, Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [5] , Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), are having the problem of getting corrupted by Poisson noise [6, 7] rather than by the Gaussian noise.
Poisson noise is an electronic noise that happens when limited quantity of energy containing particles, for example, electrons (or photons) in electronic circuit (or in optical) devices, is small in number, not enough to produce some detectable statistical variations in estimation. Poisson noise is also known as short or photon noise [7] . Nature of Poisson noise is multiplicative and also it has pixel-intensity dependency, meaning that statistic of contamination of dark pixels is less than bright pixels [8] .
Let = { , ∶ , = 1, … … … } and = { , ∶ , = 1, … … … } define the original and noisy images respectively, where the noisy image contains Poisson noise. With true image , the likelihood for observing is given by (3) as is given in [9] 
In this work we propose a modified version of coordinate descent method for Poisson noise removal in medical images.
II. Coordinate Descent Method
Coordinate Descent Method is one of simplest and easiest optimization methods. For finding a local minimum fine search is performed along coordinate direction by considering current point as reference and search is performed in all iterations. Coordinate Descent Method follows the basic idea of minimization of multivariable function, taking one variable (coordinate) at a time at the outset of which direction for another coordinate is set, moving onward the whole process over the remaining coordinates cyclically, thus optimizes target function through a sequence of one-coordinate optimizations. For any current point, , , the cost function of the Coordinate Descent Method is given as is given in [8] . 
II. Proposed Technique
The coordinate descent method in this proposed work is borrowed and tuned it to what is called a Hybrid Logarithmic Gradient method, using which the first pixel (called central pixel) being de-noised is considered as the center of a 3x3 window. Square of neighbors of the center pixel in all direction are subtracted from the center pixel. All gradients are log added and the square root is taken. Bias reduction is done using the log of the center pixel. Thus weight for the central pixel is acquired which is the multiplied with noisy central pixel and the result is further smoothed out using Median filter. Moreover, the Hybrid Logarithmic Gradient differs from Step Descent Method in ways that de-noising the pixel, which is always a central pixel of a 3x3 window, remains the reference pixel. However, in Step Descent Method, for de-noising the pixel, which is central pixel of a 3x3 window, the reference pixel changes within a 3x3 window. The proposed modified Log-Gradient method can be expressed mathematically as under Let ℵ be the noisy image and , define the current pixel, so weight for current image is computed by above Equation (5). After getting weights for whole image by Log-Gradient method, the new image is formed by mean of equation Moreover,
after computingI ω which contains low noise than noisy image Median filter is applied on I ω for getting completely de-noised image. proposed technique using hybrid-gradient followed by filter is compared with results obtained from using: (a) Median filter directly applied on noisy images, and (b) Wiener filter de-noising results. The efficiency of proposed technique is judged both in the case of Median filter alone and Wiener filter in terms of visual quality, correlation, MSSIM and RMSE. Simulation results for LENA, X-Rays and SPECT are given as plots shown in Figure 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6, while its specific parameters are reproduced in tabular form as given in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 . Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. The SSIM index showing similarity between two images, and can be viewed as a quality measure of one of the images being compared, provided the other image is assumed to be of perfect quality. 
IV. Discussion of Results

V. Conclusion
This paper has proposed a new method for Poisson noise removal used for filtering biomedical images of noise. The method is based on the summation of logarithmic gradient values of 3x3 windows, which are formed for each pixel. Bias reduction is done using the logarithmic values of the central pixel. The method is demonstrated for different Poisson noise levels on Lena image and then on different medical images like X-rays, PET and SPECT images. The performance of the resulting images is evaluated by comparing its correlation MSSIM and MSE results with those derived using by the Median and Wiener filters. The quality of noise removal is shown in terms of tabulated index parameters. The utility of the suggested technique lies in processing biomedical images for better diagnostic purposes.
